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How To Avoid Your Community Organisation being White-Anted 
 

Over the last couple of years several community organisations and some businesses in our area have been 
preyed upon and taken advantage of by an individual who gained the trust of fellow members or employers 
and then, when the system allowed, that person deceived and defrauded some of those organisations thus 
causing significant interruption, angst and loss of property.  Many were deceived by this individual, some are 
still licking their wounds and thankfully, others are taking decisive action.   
Initially this person was praised for being an active, involved and seemingly committed member or employee 
and also appeared to be trustworthy and so was given responsibilities in keeping with the position held.  All 
seemed to be well … for a while!  And then the rumbling, or was it the grumbling, started.  Meetings were 
missed; minutes were not available; delegated jobs were not completed or not done at all.  Inefficiencies crept 
in; financial records were not balancing; manuals began disappearing; long held community records went 
astray, fellow members and clients were treated rudely and sometimes abusively and the rumbling & grumbling 
grew louder.   
Eventually this behaviour was no longer tolerated and the questionable person fell out of favour.  Some     
community organisations woke up and used the power of the vote when re-electing office bearers and eventu-
ally one employer dared to dismiss the person as well as instigate an investigation of alleged criminal activities.   
 

So what is the purpose of this story?  What does it have to do with any of us?  Why even bother to tell the 
story? 
It is closer to home than many of you may realise and it could easily happen again and again in any of our  
local organisations as well as in the workplace.  It is essentially a story about checks & balances & decision-
making.  It is also about roles and relationships & how we do business.  Most importantly of all, it is about   
accountability. 
Which leads me to the real purpose of this article - to discuss governance & management and how that relates 
to community organisations.  These groups are generally the local school P&Cs, the preschool associations, 
the sporting groups, the fishing clubs, the women’s groups, the agricultural show societies – whatever.  Every 
community has many of these incorporated bodies that are generally run by unpaid volunteers & some may 
have one or two paid positions.    
Essentially they are the groups that make our communities work & we generally know most of the members & 
are prepared to trust the ones willing to take on the leadership roles.  Often in smaller communities there are 
more positions to be filled than there are willing people and so we don’t like to ask too many questions & 
probably don’t bother to check the person’s suitability for the role.  Often we cannot be bothered with the  
meetings & the generally “boring stuff” that needs to be done & so it is easy to default to the “willing person” 
who seems to readily take on the work.  Nine times out of ten this is great and it all goes well and everyone is 
happy with the results. 
Occasionally it all unravels, the community group may suffer loss of money, property & members, perhaps not 
recover and so disappear for awhile until the need arises again to revive that organisation.  In the interim lots 
of good work & extra community services are foregone.  So how can this traumatic experience be avoided?  
Let’s go back to checks & balances & decision-making and determine what this has to do with the effective & 
successful running of community groups. 
It is all part of governance which is the process by which decisions are taken & implemented, the process by 
which organisations go about achieving their goals and producing their outputs and the process by which    
organisations are directed, controlled and held to account.  Governance encompasses authority, accountabil-
ity, stewardship, leadership, values and culture within the organisation.  Excellence in governance occurs 
when the above processes are underpinned by accountability, integrity and openness.  The reason for the  
existence of the organisation is clear as are the members’ roles & responsibilities, the organisation’s systems 
(of doing business) are robust and the organisation is accountable to it’s internal members as well as to the 
public and the public (beyond the membership) has access to the decision-making and information.  
This is not always easy to achieve in community groups made up mostly of volunteers who often do not have 
the necessary skills for the positions they take on but they are willing & the job needs to be done.  However 
there are ways to build in the necessary checks & balances that lead to open & accountable decision-making 
and often these may be found in the group’s constitution.  They can also be quite simply incorporated into  
well-planned meeting procedures and clearly defined written roles & responsibilities of office bearers.  
There are many ways of setting up clear processes to be consistently followed but let’s leave the discussion 
here for now & take it further at a later date.  If you are a good student of governance & have some sound   
advice for us all, please contact me so I can share it with everyone next month.          
This article was written by Anne Sturgiss with some helpful insights from the Governance and Management 
Chapter of a recent Local Government Report.    
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Terry’s Plumbing  
Services      lic 66856c 

 
Phone TERRY HANNAN on 

0429 445 337     or   4844 5337 
 

24hours / 7 days 
 

All Types of Plumbing work including: 
 

• New Houses and Extensions 
• LP and Natural Gasfitting 
• Roofing and Guttering 
• Drainage and Septic Installations 
• Rainwater Harvesting 
• Hot Water Heater Replacement and repairs 
• Blocked Drains, Leaking Taps 

 
 

 
 
 
 
SERVICING ALL AREAS 
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Landcare Update 
President: Greg Knights Ph:4844 5157 

Sec: Shirley Cornish Ph 4844 5101  Fax 4844 5364   

Weather Watch 
16th June to 15th July 

 
Adrook, Oallen Ford Road, Windellama 

28.5ml / 9 days 
Timberlight, Oallen Ford Road, Oallen 

**ml / **days 
Amaroo, Roberts Road, Windellama 

27ml / 6 days 
Gar-den, Oallen Ford Rd, Windellama     

33.75ml / 9 days 
Johnno’s Corner, Oallen Ford Rd 

54ml / 7 days 
Hollow Log, Willow Glen Rd, Tarago 

16ml / 3days 

SOUTHERN TABLELANDS BRANCH  

Hi Folks,  
 

As Members would be aware, July has been a quiet 
Month, however tree planting will take place in     
August/September, date yet to be decided.  
Members will be informed when the decision is 
made.  It will also be on the Windellama Website - 
check there for any updates on the Community    
Notice Board. 
 
In the meantime,  
TRAVEL WITH CARE AND KEEP HEALTHY.   

Sec. Shirl.  
 

Riparian Rehabilitation 
 

Funding is available for riparian management       
projects of up to $10,000 through the Southern    
Rivers CMA.. 
Projects can include activities that target: 
• In stream and bank erosion; 
• Riparian fencing; 
• Revegetation with native species; 
• Weed control, and; 
• Provision of off stream stock water. 

For more information, contact  
Rebecca Cole on 4842 2594. 

 

Landcare Resources 
 

The Upper Shoalhaven Landcare Council has a few 
resources that are available for hire by Landcare 
Groups and landholders including: 
• Landcare Mounder  -  $25 per day 
• Tree Planter  -  $25 per day 
• Landcare Marquee  -  $35 per day 
 

Contact David Rush on 4842 2594 for details  
or to book your Landcare resource. 

 

National Biological Farming Symposium 
 

This symposium is being run by the Federation of 
Biological Farmers Inc. from 16-17 August in   
Heathcote, Central Victoria. 
The theme of the symposium is ‘Healthy Soils 
through Communication’ and features leading local 
and national speakers in the field of soil health and 
biological farming, biological farming products     
suppliers trade show, in a concise format with      
accompanying notes. 
Bookings are essential due to limited nubers.  

Contact the Secretary, FBS Inc, PO Box 295,  
Nagambie Vic. 3608 or  

Email Biological_farmers@hotmail.com 

‘Willow’ was rescued over a month ago from a road 
kill of its mum and is surviving under the tender care 
of Marion Hardy, one of your local contacts for 
WIRES in our district. 
Marion has quite a few roos she is currently taking 
care of, and when the time is right, will re-introduce 
to our native bush land. 
Marion can be contacted on 4844 5273. 
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 SOLAR  POWERED  SOLUTIONS 
(S.E.I.A.A. accredited) 

Custom Design , Supply & Installation  
of Renewable Energy Systems 

Power Systems — Solar —  Wind — Hydro 

Free Installation on Systems 

* Solar Pumping            *  Pressure pumps         *  Vestfrost Refrigerators & Freezers 

* Daken electric fence     *  Advanced/ Honda Generators all sizes    *  Bushman Water Tanks       

*  Solarhart Hotwater (rebate available) 

Shop 139 Wallace St Braidwood 

Ph 4842 1333            Mobile 0429 319 068 

Email: Edwards.L@bigpond.com 

Yes we handle all rebates on Solar Panels 

FIFE’S 
STOCK FEEDS 

 
Round Bales 
Pasture Hay 

Square 8x3x2 
Lucerne Hay 
Rye  & Clover 

 
Also suppliers of Bird Seed, Dog Food, Cat Food,  

Wheaten Chaff, Oaten Chaff, Stud Mix 
51-52 Knox St Goulburn 

02 4822 3111 
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WINDELLAMA VOLUNTEER 
RURAL FIRE BRIGADE 

 

BEFORE YOU BURN 
The Southern Tablelands Zone MUST be notified 24 hours before you light the 
fire, during business hours 9am to 5pm and by 3.30pm on Friday afternoons. 

(Rural Fires Regulations 2002 Part 5 Sec 34 3B). 
 

Tablelands Zone Yass  6226 3100 Phone   6226 3624 Fax 

 
Report  

all  
Fires 
000  

 
Brigade 

 enquiries  
 

4844 5359  

Working-bee & End-of-season BBQ 
There was a very good turn-up for the working-bee held on the 15th July; although the day was rainy there was 
a lot of work done inside the shed.  Of course there is still some work to be done outside.  The end-of-season 
BBQ was a great success, a special thank you to Cathy Meehan our catering officer, and the others who     
assisted with the day.  It was a wonderful meal and great company. 
Training 
Accredited Basic Firefighting Course 
The Basic Firefighting course has been scheduled for September, registration and paper work must be      
completed before 14th August.  For information and registration contact the Captain, Lynton Roberts on 
4844 5118. 
Accredited Village Firefighting Course 
The Windellama Brigade has been authorised to conduct the Village Firefighting course modules, and will 
commence on 26th August at 9am.  Our own instructors, Kylie Brooks & Wayne Back, will instruct these   
modules.  Pre-requirement of Basic Fire Fighter and on Firezone is required.  The assessment will consist of 
practical exercises and theory questions. This will be conducted at the Station, with the hot fire training and 
assessment at Yass.  Anyone wishing to complete the VF course must contact Lynton Roberts on 
4844 5118. 
Your help is needed 
Volunteers are needed to assist the Brigade with lunchtime catering for an orienteering event on the 3rd of  
September at Mayfield.  If you can spare some time to help out with preparation or serving, please contact 
Cathy Meehan on 4844 5554, your support would be greatly valued. 
Open Day 17th September 
The Windellama Rural Fire Brigade will be holding their Open Day on the 17th September.  The Open Day will 
be held in conjunction with the Windellama Market Day at the Windellama Hall & Grounds.  There will be    
Brigade vehicles on display, pamphlets and literature available as well as having your questions answered, 
come along and meet up with us there. 
Remember the regulations when Burning-Off 
Burning Off 
Although burning off is allowed outside the bush Fire Danger Period the following requirements are required: - 
• Make sure the area around the fire is clear and safe and that some form of fire suppression equipment is 

available just in case. 
• Notify your immediate neighbours 24 hours before you light the fire.  If you cannot contact them directly, 

place a note in their mailbox or through the gate chain and so on as this is an attempt to notify them. 
• The Southern Tablelands Zone MUST be notified 24 hours before you light the fire, during business 

hours 9am to 5pm and by 3.30pm on Friday afternoons. (Rural Fires Regulations 2002 Part 5 Sec 34 
3B). 

         Southern Tablelands Zone Yass  6226 3100 Phone 6226 3624 Fax 
 

• Notify the Local Brigade Captain 24 hours before you light the fire (as a courtesy). 
• Please check with the Fire Control Centre to see if a permit or a hazard reduction Certificate is required. 
 
General Meeting 26th August 2006           23rd September 2006,          7:30pm  
Training Day 26th August 2006,  23rd September 2006.            commencing 9am 
 
Till next time please drive carefully and take care, see you at the next meeting and training day.     
All welcome.          Ellen Sylvester - Secretary 
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TARAGO SERVICE CENTRE 
 

Phone 02 48494421   A/H 48445188 
 

 

OPEN 7 DAYS 

Monday to Friday 8am to 5pm 

Weekends 9am to 4pm (Mechanic not avail) 
 

  Fuel / All Mechanical Repairs 
  Registration Inspections/CTP Greenslips 

  Log Book Servicing 

  Elgas LPG Agent 

  Tyre Sales & Repairs 

  Batteries  & Ice      

  Breakdown Call Service    OFF ROAD MOTOR CYCLE SALESOFF ROAD MOTOR CYCLE SALES 

  Community Postal Agency    (from $1195.00) 

  Hot Food, Drinks, Ice-Cream    

  Eftpos, ATM & Starcard facilities    
CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 

 Carl  & Judy Alcock  

MVRIC LICENCE No.27764      UHF CHANNEL 20 

www.dirtdogmotorcycles.com 
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NATIONAL ACTION STATEMENT ON FARM FORESTRY  

 
 

Introduction:  The National Action Statement (NAS) outlines the objectives and actions agreed by the Austra-
lian, State and Territory Governments and the forest and wood products industry to develop farm forestry. 
 

Background:  The Australian Government established the National Farm Forestry Roundtable from 1998-
2000 and it was this forum that identified the need for a Farm Forestry National Action Statement.  
 

The Australian Government, through the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) will provide 
leadership and maintain the momentum in implementing the NAS.  The support and engagement of farmer 
groups and others is also essential to develop a strong farm forestry culture. 
 

What is Farm Forestry?    
Farm Forestry is defined as the combination of forestry activity with cropping and or livestock production.  The 
focus of the forestry activity is primarily commercial, although there may be other objectives including shade 
and shelter for stock or crops, natural resource management including soil and  water protection, habitat     
conservation, landscape and amenity values. 
 

Farm forestry can take many forms, including plantations on farms, woodlots, timber belts, alleys, wide spaced 
tree plantings and sustainably managed private native forests. Farm forestry plantations are predominantly of a 
smaller scale than industrial plantations and may have less emphasis on timber or fibre production as primary 
outputs. 
 

Importantly, farm forestry is practiced by farmers and other landholders, using the resources and knowledge 
available to them.  The farmer or landholder makes the critical decisions, from establishment and management 
to marketing of products and services. 
 

Why is Farm Forestry Important?   
Farm forestry is important because it not only provides income diversification for farmers and resources for 
regional industries, but it can also improve the condition and sustainability of natural resources by addressing 
resource degradation issues such as water quality, soil erosion, loss of native habitat and fragmentation of tree 
cover.  Re-establishment of trees in the landscape also sequesters atmospheric carbon.  The commercial   
aspect of farm forestry provides an economic incentive for improved natural resource management. 
 

Farm Forestry in Australia:  The National Plantation Inventory estimated the total area of farm forestry    
plantations at about 67,000 hectares, or 4.5% of the national plantation area at September 2000.  About 39 
million hectares (24%) of Australia’s native forests are privately owned, and another 76 million hectares (46%) 
are privately managed under leasehold. 
 

The National Land and Water Resources Audit has identified more than 5 million hectares of land at risk of, or 
affected by, dryland salinity.  Some of this land and adjacent areas may be able to support commercial tree 
crops to help manage salinity. 
 

For local farm forestry advice, contact the Southern Tablelands Farm Forestry Network on (0412) 195 499, or 
stffn@bigpond.com  Better still, join STFFN (it’s free) and receive the quarterly newsletter with news and     
information. 

Horse-Drawn Carriages of  Canberra 
 

• Weddings 
• Formals 

• Special Occasions 
 

Matching Percheron Greys &            
Landau Carriage 

All Areas  All Weather 
 

David Bradley                      Phone 4844 4219 
Sandy Wooderson          Mobile 0428 417 902 

 

 
Weed Spraying 
Spot & boom 

Four wheeler for small/steep areas 
Licensed & fully insured 

Local family business 
Reliable            Good rates 

 

David Bradley 
4844 4219 or 0428 417 902 
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 GREEN PRODUCTIVE PASTURES 
Do you want them? 

We are a one stop shop for all your pasture and crop needs. 
 

We offer the following services: 
1. Land Clearing -  removal of existing vegetation including stick raking 
2. Soil testing – to work out what your soil needs 
3. Lime and fertilizer spreading – Low acidity & low nutrients restrict your plants’ ability to produce 
4. Ploughing 
5. Crop and pasture sowing 
6. Spraying -  both boom and spot spraying 
7. Slashing 
8. No job too big or too small. Helpful advice and obligation free quotes 
 

 Modern reliable machinery  Reliable and experienced operators 
 

PJ Brooks Farming Services 
 

Peter Brooks B.App Science (Agriculture) 

(02) 4849 4663  0429 490 390 
www.princesspastoral.com.au 

 
 
 

Johnno’s 
Corner 

 
Open 8am to 5pm 

Thurs to Tues 
CLOSED WEDNESDAY 

 
 
 

Hamburgers  -  Fish & Chips 
Ice in Bags Only  -  LP Gas Refills 

For service & Information call in at 
4239 Oallen Ford Rd, Bungonia 

Or phone 4844 5456 
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WILD WINDELLAMA    By Paul Alessi 
www.wild.windellama.com     palessi@tpgi.com.au 

Tree Scribbles 
 
We've all seen scribbles on gum trees but have you ever really looked at them closely to see what they are all 
about? 
 
I recently spent a few hours in the bush with retired CSIRO entomologist Max Day who is currently studying 
the insects that make these scribbles and he said that very little is known about Eucalyptus bark, how and why 
each species sheds it's bark, the insects that inhabit Eucalyptus bark and in particular the insects that make 
tree scribbles. 
 
Tree scribbles tell the story of the larvae stage of a very small moth, on Scribbly Gum (Eucalyptus rossii). In 
Windellama they are most likely made by either the Scribbly Gum Moth (Ogmograptis scribula) described by 
Meyrick in 1935 or a second species that is yet to be named. 
 
The starting point of the scribble is where an egg under the bark hatches, each change of direction indicates a 
moulting point in the larvae's life and the scribble line usually gets thicker at each moult as the creature grows 
larger. Eventually the larvae reaches a point in it's travels and for reasons best known to itself does a U-Turn 
travelling back down it's own scribble making a double line before dropping out of the tree to pupate in the leaf 
litter.  
 
After hatching from this stage it emerges as a very small moth and flies away from the leaf litter to look for a 
mate. It's life as a moth is only a few days and successful females will then lay their eggs on bark where the 
whole life cycle can be repeated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More on Black and White Possums 
 
After last months article on Black and White Possums I received a phone call from someone who had seen 
possums like these in the 1970's in bush at Windellama. His description was similar to the others and a key 
feature in all the sightings were that the possums had a "monkey like tail" and did not resemble Ring-Tail   
Possums or Greater Gliders. 
 
Deer 
 
Seen last month in the Spa Road area was a large buck deer that soared over a barbed wire fence with ease. I 
saw two Does in the same place last year and others only a few kilometres from Windellama Hall a few years 
ago. 
It's hard to say if they are legitimate escapees or were introduced by hunters, but if you've lost any deer please 
give me a ring. Wild deer have been well known in the Tarago Hills for years but not to my knowledge in     
Windellama before. 
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Housing 
The place you keep your horse is very important. If your horse is kept in a paddock, good fencing is needed to 
keep them safely off roads and out of dangerous areas. Check your fences regularly, as native animals tend to 
weaken them and stock lean and scratch on posts often knocking them over. They like company and do better 
with a buddy. If no other horse is near a cow, goat, sheep, alpaca or donkey will buddy up. Donkeys carry 
lungworm and pass it to horses so you need to use a wormer to cover this when worming time comes around. 
If you don’t live near your paddock it’s a good idea to have a neighbour or friend keep an eye on your horse. 
Horses may be big and strong but can get sick and die without care and injure themselves in ‘a padded room’. 
They are a bit like children and need constant supervision. 
 

Water 
Check water supply often. It can spring a leak, dry up or become contaminated. Dams are sometimes polluted, 
muddy or access difficult and stock fall in or become stuck, bacteria in the mud can infect skin on the legs, 
(mud fever, greasy heal) so check the dam or waterway for access and condition of water. Also new foals have 
been found drowned in dams and watercourses. Dams can be cleaned out which gives you more water and 
better quality but this is costly. Often fencing it off and putting in troughs is the way to go. Horses will use the 
dams in summer to swim or roll in to keep cool but will use the trough to drink out of if given the option. 
 

Licks 
A salt/mineral lick is beneficial to animal health but beware that sheep and cattle licks often have urea in them 
and are dangerous to equines (read the box). 
 

Rugs 
It is not a good idea to rug your horse if you can’t check it AM and PM. Clips break and the rug moves. Some 
horses panic and get into all sorts of strife with flapping rugs over their sides or head. A rug hanging over one 
side can rub and cut into flesh leaving a nasty wound or a rug may hook up in a fence trapping the poor horse 
till you find it. A tree break or shelter shed will do nicely and most horses grow a warm woolly coat. 
 

Feed 
If good pasture is available in your paddock extra feed should not be required unless the horse is being 
worked often, is in foal, very aged or has lost weight. Then a suitable feed program should be added. There 
are many good pre-made feeds available for horses nowadays and your local produce store should be able to 
advise you on what should suit your horse’s needs. Do not over feed as this leads to all sorts of problems. A 
good worming program is advised. Always worm new horses to the paddock and worm all horses in the      
paddock at the same time or re-infecting will occur. Have teeth checked at least once a year. A well horse has 
a bright eye, clear nostrils, good appetite and is alert, has a shiny coat and its weight is in a healthy range. A 
good weight is no ribs showing, but you can feel them with your hand. 
 

Hoof Care 
Regular trimming of the hooves by a farrier is needed. You only need to shoe your horse if you are riding on 
the road or rocky ground often. 
 

Rubbish 
If your paddock has rubbish in it, try to remove it or fence that area off. Loose wire can cause injury, small   
objects can be eaten and cause colic, the biggest killer of horses. Rubbish is a vermin and snake haven. 
Snakes being another  big killer of horses, stock and dogs over summer. This includes household rubbish, tin, 
timber, building materials, bricks, old cars and anything else that’s not bush or pasture. 
 

Holes 
Deep holes can be a danger. Wombat and rabbit holes are often the culprit for a broken leg. You can fill them 
in with rocks or bricks and cover with dirt, but wombats are very persistent and an ongoing war will keep you 
busy till Mr. Wombat gets the message and moves. 
 

Weeds 
Weeds are a real threat. Common garden plants such as oleander, rhododendron and foxglove will kill a horse. 
Pattersons curse, St. Johns wart, black nightshade and many more pasture weeds will kill or make your horse 
very sick. Different areas of Australia have different weed types, so purchase a good weed book and read up 
on weeds in your area and how to identify them. A really good horse management book with a list of plants 
that are troublesome to horses is Horse Sense by Peter Huntington, Jane Myers and Elizabeth Owens. TAFE 
NSW recommends this book with horse courses as a great source of reference. I have a copy and refer to it 
often. TAFE is also a good place to learn all agricultural skills, from a short weed control class to a year long 
horse management class. You meet new friends who share a common interest and learn new skills. TAFE  
enquiries 4823 1878. Horse Sense retails for $69.95 and is a real investment for a horse owner. 

Horse-ing Around 
By Sandy Wooderson 


